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Down Syndrome Foundation of Florida
PO Box 533462 Orlando, FL 32853

phone: 407.538.3537
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When POTENTIAL is given OPPORTUNITY
the outcome is SUCCESS!

CORPORATE CUP 
CHALLENGE 

We CHALLENGE you to:

provide OPPORTUNITY 
promote DIVERSITY
increase INCLUSION

2023 Corporate Cup Champions: 
Marriott at Millenia Mall

Sam is one of The
FOUNDATION'S iCan!
Work members! He
started working at the
YMCA as an On the Job
Trainee for 6 weeks. 

At the end of the 6 weeks, the YMCA was so
pleased that they extended Sam an official
job offer. Sam is a Membership
Representative at the downtown YMCA. You
can find him there checking members in, filing
paperwork, and so much more. We are all very
proud of his hard work and dedication. Sam
has demonstrated that when POTENTIAL is
given OPPORTUNITY the outcome is
SUCCESS!

Meet Sam! 



One day each year, we ask the
community to show off their

corporate commitment to
DIVERSITY and INCLUSION.

Proceeds from the 2024 TOUR OF
CHAMPIONS Bowl-A-Thon provide
scholarships, programs, and work
opportunities for individuals with Down
syndrome across the state of Florida. 

These funds also expand DIVERSITY
training and experiences for
businesses, schools, and organizations
in our community. 

YOUR IMPACT

Together we can strike
DOWN barriers 

and improve lives!

There is no time to SPARE...
DIVERSITY matters everywhere!

Take the Corporate Cup
Challenge!

YOUR company can support the
mission and join the fun...

together as a team! 

The CHALLENGE is to see who
can raise the most funds by

2/18/2024

2 games (including shoe rental)
T-shirt for each bowler
Free food and drinks
Door prizes

Teams will enjoy:

Visit www.DSFFlorida.org for more information
or contact Robin.Longley@DSFFlorida.org

407-538-3537

Our vision is to create an environment where
people with Down syndrome are included in

every facet of the community.

We believe that when POTENTIAL

is given OPORTUNITY

the outcome is SUCCESS!

REGISTER NOW!

Each team consists of up to five
bowlers. Register today!

https://secure.qgiv.com/event/1011468/

